Curate The Win
Let your strategy
drive our technology

Partner with

Everything you need
to run an omnichannel sportsbook
and iGaming business in a single,
scalable platform.

Over a million monthly

Choose from 10,000 games,

Next-gen AI-powered tech

sports betting markets

50+ content providers

driving responsible retail

Curate the experience
From platform to player
We work hand in hand with global operators to assemble their ultimate,
curated sports betting and iGaming experience.

•

To kick off, we present a CHOICE of product verticals, trading solutions, sportsbook and casino content,						
operational services and third party integrations.

•

We then take you through the possibilities of platform CONTROL, to drive unique margin, bonusing and 				
design strategies via our trading, marketing and CMS tools.

•

Throughout, our expert operational, trading and technology teams COLLABORATE closely to line up
with your overarching strategy.

•

Empowering you to truly CURATE the exact sports betting and iGaming experience for your
market and players.

Choice
One size never fits all - from product stack to tech, trading and feeds, every operator has different needs.
Which is why we’ve made choice the cornerstone of every partnership, enabling your strategy to dictate
our technology in the following areas:

Product

Operations

Focus in on our award-winning sportsbook or diversify

Choose from our suite of marketing, customer support

your offering across our extensive casino and virtuals

and compliance services to charge up expertise

catalogue; go retail only or omnichannel, the choice

where you need it most.

is yours.

Integrations

Trading

Take your pick from a range of third party plug-ins like

Choose a fully managed service (so you can focus on

Incentive Games (free to play games), RMG (horse racing

marketing); a hybrid solution (take charge of local sports

streaming) and Captain Up (loyalty on-demand platform)

and leave the long tail to us), or enterprise (where you trade

to add further flavour to your offering.

alongside unlimited access to our platform tools and
expertise).

Content
Pick and choose content from our vast library of premium
data feed suppliers and proprietary pricing across multiple
sports; our mission is to find the right blend of betting
content for your end users.

Control
With your product mix in place, it’s now time to embrace the power of our platform and take
control of your strategy across margin, marketing and front end with our empowering toolkit.
At FSB, we’ve removed all the usual barriers to deliver full driver seat control across:

Margin

Design

Structure your strategy in trading across price, limits and

Fully customisable front end styling, branding and lay

risk via our game-changing tools.

out for digital real estate across mobile, app and desktop

Bonusing
Build out your brand identity through the power of our

via our CMS – websites that range from brochure style
executions to more traditional betting interfaces.

real-time segmented sports and casino bonusing tools

Experience

- all while taking charge of acquisition and retention and

Fully configurable features including carousel banners,

harmonising your trading and marketing strategies.

market placement modules, dynamic odds banners,
game arrangement, sidebar apps, event highlights,

Promotions

straight-to-betslip deep linking… and many more

Add-on platform pages and products like Bet Boost and

customisable elements.

Price Boost to offer bespoke odds on unlimited sports
betting opportunities – all within our risk management
platform tools.

Collaboration
Working in partnership is a winning strategy – for you and for us.
Which is why we bring our top-of-the-market expertise in trading, technology and
operations to the table, and get granular in finding ways to drive your strategy forward
via choice and control.
From expert Tier 1 operational teams to our ever-accessible CEO, we use breakthrough
thinking to continually innovate, influence and add value.
This enables us to tweak the dials with pinpoint accuracy on the most effective ways
to control elements of our platform to best suit your business.
And we stay with you for the whole journey, with strong account management and
total straight-up transparency, as you build market share, enter new geographies
and drive revenue growth.
People power our technology.
Let’s deliver together.

Curation
The match winner. Carving out curated sports betting

Price Boost

and casino experiences makes the best play - for end

Man United, Chelsea

users, and for your business.

& Liverpool to Win
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By letting your strategy dictate our technology across
product choice and platform control, together we fine
tune your optimal solution and achieve fluid flow within
your value chain.
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This blend of control and configuration empowers
operators to find that sweet spot…
and curate the win.
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E-Sports

Upcoming
Premier League

Man United
Aston Villa
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Tennis

Match Winner
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Away
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Why choose FSB
as your platform partner
2007
FSB established
by CEO Dave McDowell
& CTO Sam Lawrence

2014
Entered sportsbook
partnership with global
brand Dafabet
fuelled by core
principles of real-time
data and innovative
trading automation

We have a vision of
becoming the industry’s
number-one supplier of
sports betting and iGaming
services, and the most
trusted technology partner.
Our focus on building
transparency and trust
through open dialogue,
and solid working
partnerships between our
technology, operations and
trading teams, is a winning

2010

2016

Achieved first major milestone
in the UK by supplying
sportsbook and fantasy
solutions to The Guardian
and Metro newspapers

Launched in Africa
with multi-brand
global enterprise
Oxygen8 across six
key markets

combination - for our
partners, our people and
our product.
Join us on this journey
of curation, as we continue
to grow and innovate at
pace through authentically
agile technology,
strong communications
and brilliant teamwork.

2022

2020

2018

Opened new
international headquarters
in London alongside hubs
in NewJersey and Nevada.
Secured regulatory
approval in Ontario

Operational teams
scaled up with
expert hires across
Europe and North
America and new
Premier League
C-Level signings

Customer portfolio
expands to include
Fitzdares & The
Football Pools
Crowned Sportsbook
Supplier of the Year
at SBC Awards

2019
Backed by private
equity Canadian
gaming experts
Clairvest

2021
Partnered with Hungarian
National Lottery in inaugural
WLA deal
Secured market entry in
North America via major
sports §wagering agreement
in South Dakota

Major Tier 1 deals in
Europe, Africa and
North America set to
be announced in H2

Delivering curated solutions in
regulated markets around the world
With our people present in four continents, we take a regionalised approach
to understanding and serving our operator partners.

•

Licensed in Ontario and live in South Dakota, we offer North American operators deep operational expertise in
sportsbook, the convenience of a single view platform and a competitive iGaming product.

•

Recently partnered with the Hungarian National Lottery backed SZRT Slovakia, our European
profile continues to rapidly rise on the back of our award-winning omnichannel sportsbook.

•

Leading the market in Africa for over seven years across multiple territories, we understand that product
localisation is key across payments, platform, scale and front end versatility.

North America

Europe

Af rica

Multi-channel

WLA backed

Tier 1 highly scalable,

multi-vertical back office

omnichannel provider

localised platform

Crafted by us,
curated by you
It’s your business and our job to enable it.

Get in touch to discuss your unique sportsbook and iGaming platform
needs and discover how we empower you to curate the win.

+44 (0) 203 974 8610

sales@fsbtech.com

www.fsbtech.com

